
MakeCode Arcade Challenge 2: Positions, People! 
Topic 1: Player Positioning 

Begin the makeCode arcade tutorial by watching the video and clicking the link that takes you to 
the makeCode development environment.  

 
 
In the game we have a player character 
that loses a life every time they touch a 
rock. The player can avoid rocks and 
collect coins however they lose coins 
when they touch a rock just like lives. We 
want to make it to where if the player 
touches a rock and loses a life they 
respawn at the starting position. Now click 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ll want to add your code in between the comments and know that we can refer to our player 
by the name given by previously entered code: player1 
If you notice, by entering your code in the space provided we are actually inside of a collision, 
so we are telling the player what else to do when colliding with the rock. Enter the following 
code so that when player1 hit a rock they respawn at the starting position: 

 
Test out the new code by pressing play on your game and running into the rock, if you typed 
your code correctly and are error free your player should spawn back at the starting position, 
Great Job!  
 



Topic 2: enemy positioning 
 
Now we are gonna take a look at our enemy sprite in a different game. In this game our player 
character is stationary in the center of the screen and we want our enemies to spawn from each 
side and come at us. We will use the arrow keys to face incoming enemies and spacebar to 
shoot.  
If you try to play the game you’ll notice that the ghost or enemies spawn right on top of you. To 
fix this we must add code that moves the enemy position. We need to use coordinates that 
come from each side. Begin with direction 0 and add this code:  

For direction == 1:  

 
For direction == 2:  



For direction == 3: 

 
Now your enemies should come from the sides instead of spawning on top of you! Awesome! 

 


